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Abstract

T he studies that exist so far to the current pandemic of COVID-19 produced by the 

SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, report neuropsychiatric symptoms only as part of the 

manifestation of the disease in its terminal phase. However, even if the infection is 

mild, moderate or severe, there are neuropsychiatric symptoms since the beginning of 

the disease. Already in the advanced stages of the severe acute respiratory syndrome 

(SARS), different neuropsychiatric manifestations have been reported as a form of 

clinical expression of the course of infection, which could be a direct output of cerebral 

hypoxia due to respiratory failure, viral brain tissue infection or encephalitis, immune 

system reaction or cytokine storm or a combination of all these factors. 

Neuropsychiatric manifestations include anxiety symptoms, panic attacks, depression, 

mental confusion, acute confusional syndrome, psychomotor excitement, psychosis, 

and even suicidal tendencies

Introduction

T he studies that exist so far to the current pandemic of COVID-19 produced by the

SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, report neuropsychiatric symptoms only as part of the

manifestation of the disease in its terminal phase. However, even if the infection is mild,

moderate or severe, there are neuropsychiatric symptoms since the beginning of the

disease. Already in the advanced stages of the severe acute respiratory syndrome

(SARS), different neuropsychiatric manifestations have been reported as a form of clinical

expression of the course of infection, which could be a direct output of cerebral hypoxia

due to respiratory failure, viral brain tissue infection or encephalitis, immune system

reaction or cytokine storm or a combination of all these factors. Neuropsychiatric

manifestations include anxiety symptoms, panic attacks, depression, mental confusion,

acute confusional syndrome, psychomotor excitement, psychosis, and even suicidal

tendencies .[1]
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According to studies reviewed to date, neuropsychiatric symptoms can be divided into

symptoms of the central nervous system (CNS), such as headache, dizziness, vertigo,

altered consciousness, confusion, ataxia, acute cerebrovascular disease and seizures;

peripheral nervous system (PNS) symptoms, such as anosmia, dysgeusia, neuralgia, and

diarrhoea; and psychiatric symptoms such as apathy, depression, anorexia, psychosis,

acute confusional syndrome, and agitation.

Several investigations have indicated a direct relationship between chronic diseases such

as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and tuberculosis, with mental disorders such as

depression  [2,3], in the general population [4,5]. Similarly, studies conducted during and

after epidemics such as SARS 2003 and Ebola 2014, found that there was a widespread

behaviour induced by the hyperactive reaction among the general public [6,7]. In addition

to this, various psychiatric disorders such as anxiety, depression, and post-

traumatic stress disorder (PT SD) were found mainly in survivors and healthcare workers

[8–10].

Previous studies have reported adverse psychological reactions to the 2003 SARS

outbreak among healthcare workers.[11–14]. Studies showed that these health workers

feared contagion and infection from their family, friends and colleagues [14], felt

uncertainty and stigmatization [13,14], reported aversion to work [13], and high levels of

stress, anxiety and symptoms of depression [12], that could have long-term

psychological implications [12]. Similar concerns are now emerging about mental health,

psychological adjustment, and recovery for both the ill and the health workers who treat

and care for patients with COVID-19. Besides, as the WHO has highlighted in its state of

mental health, stigmatization and the scapegoat of affected people, including health

professionals, is very common during epidemics [15,16]. Unfortunately, this trend

continues to prevail during the current COVID-19 outbreak, as many people of Asian

origin, explicitly Chinese, are victims of xenophobia and social stigmatization, with high

levels of threats online and during public interactions [17].

 

Aggression, frustration and post-traumatic stress disorder

Initially, the public emotional response to any pandemic is one of extreme fear and

uncertainty that generally leads to negative social behaviours and can involve public

mental health problems such as anxiety, insomnia, aggression, depression, frustration,

and hysteria [15]. Compared to previous studies related to SARS outbreaks, patients with

COVID-19 (defined or suspected), and in quarantine, are more likely to suffer from

loneliness, anger and frustration [18]. Similarly, another concern is that survivors and

mental health professionals suffer from post-traumatic rhinitis disorder (PT SD). In a

study conducted at a Beijing hospital, quarantined health workers who worked in high-risk
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settings or had a family member with SARS reported a significantly higher level of post-

traumatic stress symptoms compared to those without similar experiences [19–21].

Similarly, medical professionals who dealt with SARS patients or worked during the SARS

outbreak also reported fear, anxiety, depression, and frustration [1,20]. In comparison,

health professionals working in COVID-19 quarantined units, lacking adequate protective

measures and suffering the death of other physicians, may develop severe symptoms of

post-traumatic stress disorder. For this reason, mental health professionals must apply

therapies such as the stress adaptation model to reduce the level of high stress in this

population [22].

 

Anxiety and obsessive-compulsive disorder

Any situation of uncertainty can lead to alarmist behaviour, and with the influence of

COVID-19, confinement, and the absence of adequate treatment for infectious disease,

this situation has led the masses to moments of panic and anxiety [23]. Similarly, the

obsession with contamination, which is persistent, for cleaning and the constant need for

washing or sterilization is generally classified under obsessive-compulsive disorder [24].

Moreover, in the event of a pandemic caused by an infectious virus, this disorder can

contribute to panic, resulting in disruption and impairment of the necessary daily activities

of people. Mental health professionals and clinical psychologists must be alert to these

impending problems and try to resolve them with the utmost care.

 

Pathophysiology

In many patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 and, even more, in those who develop

moderate to severe respiratory failure, neuropsychiatric disorders can occur due to

different mechanisms that can act concomitantly, such as cerebral hypoxia due to

respiratory failure (confusion mental), cytokine storm due to exaggerated immune

response (apathy, anorexia and muscular pain) and encephalitis due to direct brain

infection (agitation and psychosis) [9,25,26].

Recently, the angiotensin 2-converting enzyme (ACE2) has been identified as the

functional receptor for SARS-CoV-2, which is present in multiple human organs, including

the nervous system and the musculoskeletal system. T he expression and distribution of

ACE2 explain why SARS-CoV-2 can produce neuropsychiatric symptoms through direct

and indirect mechanisms. Coronavirus encephalitis has also been confirmed, as in SARS-

CoV and MERS-CoV. T he researchers detected SARS-CoV nucleic acid in the

cerebrospinal fluid of these patients and also brain tissue from the autopsies  [11–13].

Another mechanism involved in many genetically predisposed patients is the cytokine

storm generated by the interaction of the immune system with the virus, which, in
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addition to the systemic repercussion, primarily affects the nervous system. Cytokine

storm resembles macrophage activation syndrome (MAS), a severe condition that

presents with hypercytokinemia, fever, cytopenia and hyperferritinemia; pulmonary

involvement (including ARDS) and is associated with the severity of COVID-19 disease. It

is characterized by an increase in interleukin (IL) -2, IL-7, granulocyte colony-stimulating

factor, interferon-inducible protein 10 -γ , monocyte chemoattractant protein 1,

macrophage inflammatory protein 1 -α and tumor necrosis factor-α [27]..

Brain cytokines produce behavioural changes during the course of an illness or infection,

manifesting depressive symptoms such as emotional hyperresponsiveness, apathetic

syndrome, anhedonia, hyporexia, weight loss, hypersomnia, alteration of the circadian

rhythm, fatigue and chronic pain, psychomotor inhibition, demotivation, disinterest and

alteration of higher mental functions, etc. It would appear that during acute coronavirus

infection, immune hyperreactivity generates this behaviour syndrome with such variable

neuropsychiatric symptoms. T his is important since in terms of COVID-19 infection,

beyond the typical symptoms of fever, cough and dyspnea, the neuropsychiatric

manifestations are added, which would be responsible for the symptoms of apathy,

anorexia and muscular pain. T hese symptoms can go as far as the mental confusion,

agitation, and psychosis that many patients may manifest even in initial stages, together

with characteristic laboratory findings and pulmonary abnormalities [28].

 

Neurological complications

T oday we know from the study of Mao L, et al. [25] that from the beginning of the

disease, 66% of hospitalized patients started with the most common symptoms like

fever, dry cough, and dyspnea, but 34 started with neuropsychiatric symptoms such as

dizziness (16%), headache (13%), dysgeusia (6%), and anosmia (5%). 40% of the total

studied patients were severe, and 60% were non-severe, and within severe cases, 50%

had neuropsychiatric symptoms. Within the non-severe group, 30% of cases presented

neuropsychiatric symptoms. While within the group of severe cases with neuropsychiatric

symptoms, these were due to stroke (5.7%), ischemic/haemorrhagic (4 to 1), altered

consciousness (14.8%), and rhabdomyolysis (19.3%). Severe patients had a higher

inflammatory response, including leucocytosis, neutrophilia, lymphopenia, increased CRP

and higher D-dimer compared to non-severe cases, with D-dimer being an indicator of

consumption coagulation pattern. Furthermore, severe patients had multiple organ

involvement, such as liver failure (increased LDH, T GO, T GP), kidney failure (increased

urea and creatinine), and rhabdomyolysis (increased CPK levels). In the laboratory

findings of patients with more severe neuropsychiatric symptoms, lymphopenia, platelet

count, and increased urea were found. For the non-severe subgroup, there were no
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significant differences in the laboratory findings of patients with and without

neuropsychiatric symptoms. Patients with rhabdomyolysis had leucocytosis,

lymphopenia, and increased CRP and D-dimer. Abnormalities were a manifestation of

increased inflammatory response and impaired coagulation function. Furthermore, it was

observed that patients with rhabdomyolysis had multiple organ damage, including liver

failure and kidney failure. For the severe group, patients with rhabdomyolysis had an

increased inflammatory response (lymphopenia and increased CRP), liver failure, kidney,

and rhabdomyolysis with increased CPK [25].

Likewise, 33% of the total of patients, severe and non-severe, had diverse

neuropsychiatric manifestations. T he severe patients were older (58 ± 10 years). T he

most frequent comorbidity in these cases was hypertension and, less frequently, they

presented typical symptoms such as fever, cough and dyspnea. Furthermore, they were

more likely to develop neuropsychiatric symptoms, especially mental confusion,

agitation, and psychosis, and also acute cerebrovascular disease [25]..

30% of the total of hospitalized patients had neuropsychiatric manifestations from the

beginning of the infection [25], and the most severe or terminal patients probably

develop neuropsychiatric symptoms in 45% as a manifestation of metabolic alteration or

brain injury.

T he interpretation of the data now is that, compared to non-severe patients with COVID-

19, severe patients very frequently presented as predictors of mortality, elevated ferritin

and IL-6 as biomarkers of viral inflammation and neuropsychiatric symptoms as

alteration of consciousness, mental confusion, agitation, cerebrovascular disease,

encephalitis, and rhabdomyolysis.

 

Discussion

For all of the above, the new clinical information on COVID-19 would help to take into

account the participation of neuropsychiatric manifestations, especially in patients with

severe COVID-19, due to the rapid clinical deterioration or worsening that could be more

related frequently with the appearance of mental confusion, confusional syndrome,

agitation and strokes. Increasing the mortality rate. Likewise, during the epidemic period

of COVID-19, when treating patients with neuropsychiatric manifestations, SARS-CoV-2

infection should be considered as a first-line differential diagnosis to avoid late or

misdiagnosis and to prevent transmission [25].

Neuropsychiatric symptoms were the main form of manifestation of altered brain

metabolism or neurological injury in reported COVID-19 patients. T he pathophysiological

mechanism could be the invasion of the central nervous system (CNS) by SARS-CoV-2,

similar to the SARS and MERS viruses. Like other respiratory viruses, SARS-COV-2 can
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enter the CNS via the hematogenous or retrograde neuronal pathway (since many

patients presented anosmia or dysgeusia in initial stages). Lymphopenia has also been

detected in patients with neuropsychiatric symptoms. T his phenomenon may be

indicative of immunosuppression in COVID-19 patients with neuropsychiatric symptoms,

especially in severe subgroup.

On the other hand, severe cases have also been found to have high D-dimer suggestive

of a hypercoagulable state. T his may be the reason why seriously ill patients are more

likely to develop cerebrovascular disease. In summary, SARS-CoV-2 can infect the

nervous system, the skeletal muscle and the respiratory tract. In those with severe

infection, neuropsychiatric involvement is more likely, including altered consciousness,

mental confusion, agitation, acute cerebrovascular disease, and rhabdomyolysis.

Nervous system involvement leads to poor prognosis due to greater hemodynamic

instability, worsening clinical conditions and increased mortality. T herefore, for patients

with COVID19, neuropsychiatric status should be monitored in addition to respiratory

symptoms [12,13,29,30].
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